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from Relation Media's Strategist, Tim Campbell



My Experience, By the Numbers:
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Over 150 clients 115 speaking
engagements

127 positive reviews

(and counting)

What You Get When You Hire Me:

A lot of 
humour

A social media
marketing expert

Tactile information
you can implement

Hand outs

Because laughter helps us
all learn

With all my experience,
training and research, I do
not use the term "expert"

lightly
Custom

Presentations

Skip the irrelevant fluff:
only the information you

want and need

I'll provide information and
work sheets, electronic or

printed!
Network marketing is a

unique opportunity, so your
event will be unique too



So How Does It Work? 
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First, you choose a topic.

Your topic can be
a social media
platform in its

entirety. Basics,
advanced, your

choice!

Your topic can
also be custom.

Sales, community
building, strategy,

you name it.
Everything is

possible!

Next, tell me your needs.

For a full list of topics, see www.relationmediacanada.com/speaking

Brief talk
Seminar
Hands on 

workshop

Retreat
Full talk
Keynote address

Finally, we'll clarify the specifics:

Online? In
person?

 
Printed or e-

copies of hand
outs?

Date/Time/
Location

 
Goals & desired

outcomes



Pricing:
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While every engagement is quoted individually, I believe in transparent pricing. General
guidelines for pricing:

A seminar or workshop is $100 /
hour + HST (this goes up if there's

more than 100 people or more
moderation/activities are required).

A training program is generally $500
for half a day, $1000 for a full day

(which is topic and outcome specific
with moderated exercises and

discussion)
A talk or speech as part of a

larger event is $400. 
A keynote address will be

between $650 - $750.

Good to Know Details:
Flexible billing is available.
Speaking fees can be paid by
one or many (up to 5 people)
to allow "sponsoring" of
events.

You choose how long you
want the engagement to
be. Popular time blocks
are 90 minutes, half day
and full day.

Ready to Book?

Send me an email, tim@relationmediacanada.com
or give me a call at (226) 337-4545.
 
If you want to learn more you can also visit
www.relationmediacanada.com/speaking



Some Frequently Asked Questions:
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Why should we hire someone who isn't already within our ranks?

Respectfully, I think hiring someone already within your ranks or a part of your
company should be done sporadically. Sure they know your company and process well,
and they have some great best practices, but their scope is limited to the company.
They will bring best practices AND bad habits that they don't even recognize because
they're within the company. Hiring someone like me on the outside, someone who's
worked with every type of entrepreneur under the sun lends me best practices and
awareness of bad habits from every single industry.

What kind of experience do you have with network marketing/marketers?

Professionally in work I've worked with many network marketers in different fields and
their teams, both one on one and training.
As a customer, I regularly consume products and services monthly from four different
network marketing companies, and have built a relationship with the person I buy from
from each company. Trust me when I say I know network marketing.

Why would we pay you when we're exposing you to so much business?

Again, I will aim to be respectful here, but I have spent a lot of time building up my
expertise and experience, and requesting my speaking for free does not honour that.
Exposure does not pay the bills, and creates more work for me in my business. Finally,
I'm not a great fit one on one with everyone, but training allows me to support as many
people as possible. I am really good at what I do as a speaker, and will not disappoint.
 
I do engage in pro-bono work and speaking engagements, but on a rare, case by case
basis. Relation Media is also a social enterprise, so we're constantly giving back in many
different areas.
 
I will respect you and your team by bringing my total expertise and a custom program
to you in the network marketing field, and I ask you show me respect by paying me.


